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Once you have set up glossary terms, you can automatically provide hover-over definitions for these terms in your
articles.  To turn on this option:

1. Go to Settings > BasicSettings > Basic. (Or, on the Glossary page, click the Edit in settingsEdit in settings link next to "Automatic article
highlighting" to jump there!)

2. Scroll to the Website SettingsWebsite Settings section.

3. In Glossary TermsGlossary Terms, check the box next to "For each glossary term that appears in an article..."

4. Set the numeric dropdown at the end of that row to set the number of times you want each term to be
automatically highlighted in each article. To prevent readers from being overwhelmed by tons of underlines,
we limit you to 10 automatically highlighted terms per article. We will highlight terms starting from the top of
the article and working down, so if you choose 3 here, we will highlight the first 3 appearances of each
glossary term in the article.

Check the box next to Glossary Terms and use the numeric dropdown to set the number of highlights

http://support.knowledgeowl.com/help/populate-the-glossary
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5. SaveSave your changes.

For automatic highlighting to work, the terms in the articles must exactly match the terms in the glossary. If your
article contains variations of a term (such as abbrevations, plurals, etc.), you can manually create a link to the
glossary definition.

Auto-highlighting will not work on glossary terms within tables, divs (including the Well, Alert
Danger, Alert Info, Alert Success, and Alert Warning divs), and embedded topic articles. To highlight
terms within tables, divs, or topic articles, Add glossary definitions in articles manually.

See Website Settings for more information on other settings available in Settings > BasicSettings > Basic.
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